Importance of deformable image registration and biological dose summation in planning of radiotherapy retreatments.
The purpose of this study is to evaluate the effect of nonrigid and fractionation-corrected dose summation on total doses in radiotherapy and to demonstrate the benefits of such dose summation on clinical decision-making for planning of retreatments. Dose summation of organs at risk (OARs) was investigated for 3 clinical cases with need of retreatment to the same site: head and neck, brain, and mediastinum. Three different summation methods over old and new radiotherapy treatment plans are presented and compared: (1) rigid raw sum with rigid registration of the planning images and direct dose summing; (2) deformable raw sum with deformable image registration and direct dose summing; and (3) deformable biological sum with deformable registration and takes into account the dose per fraction in biological manner in certain critical organs. In 2 cases, a user-defined dose downscaling is applied to take into account the time between the treatments and the healing from the radiation-induced effects. Of the 3 summation methods presented, the deformable biological sum was considered to offer the most biologically plausible account of the treatment. There were remarkable differences between near-maximum doses (D0.1cc) and dose-volume histogram (DVH) curves for OARs between different summation methods. The differences between deformable raw sum and rigid raw sum D0.1cc doses are in the range from -8 Gy to 2 Gy. Similarly, the deviation was from -14 Gy to 5 Gy for the deformable biological sum compared with the rigid raw sum. These differences come from incorrect summation of doses in the rigid raw sum case, and from the dose per fraction effect in biological summation. We conclude that computing the 3-dimensional deformable biological summation could be a valuable tool for treating patients with complex retreatments. It has the potential to assist the oncologist in refining plans for maximally curative doses while respecting appropriate tissue tolerances.